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Employing ab initio calculations, we characterize the interfaces formed between graphene, a much discussed
two-dimensional material, and MXene, another two-dimensional material of recent interest. Our study considering
the specific case of Ti2C, a member of the MXene family, shows the formation of chemical bonds between Ti
atoms and C atoms of graphene. This results in reconstruction of the electronic structure at the interface, making
the interface metallic, though graphene is a zero-gap semiconductor and Ti2C is an antiferromagnetic insulator in
their respective native form. The optical and phonon properties of the interfaces are found to be strongly dependent
on the stacking arrangement, driven by the nature of chemical-bond formation. Consideration of O-passivated
Ti2C is found to weaken the interaction between graphene and Ti2C substantially, making it a physisorption
process rather than chemisorption in the unpassivated situation. Our first-principles study is expected to motivate
future experimental investigation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Heterostructures formed by combining different materials
have been the focus of attention recently [1]. The constructed
heterostructures may exhibit properties entirely different from
the individual components. This provides a new handle in
materials designing. A prominent example in this respect is the
oxide heterostructure, which has presented many surprises [2].
Theoretical and experimental studies of these heterostructures
have led to a number of novel phenomena, such as ferromag-
netic metallic states in the heterostructure of antiferromagnetic
insulators [3], formation of two-dimensional electron gas
between two dielectrics [4], unconventional ferroelectricity
in paraelectric-ferroelectric superlattices [5], etc.

Simultaneous to the oxide heterostructure activity, the dis-
covery of the thinnest material, graphene [6], in 2004 followed
by the discovery of other two-dimensional (2D) materials,
such as the single layer of h-BN, MoS2, and WS2, started a
new paradigm of 2D crystals [7]. Following the excitement of
oxide heterostructures, the field of 2D crystals has now been
expanded beyond the scope of isolated 2D crystals [8]. There
is a rapidly growing interest in atomic-scale heterostructures
by bringing different 2D crystals in contact. Examples include
heterostructures formed from combinations of graphene and
h-BN, graphene and MoS2, etc. The creation and modulation
of the Schottky barrier [9] at the interface of graphene
and MoS2 has been employed in large-scale 2D electronics
[10]. Similarly, graphene/h-BN hybrid superlattices have been
used for band-gap engineering [11]. However, the number of
different heterostructures that one can obtain following this
route is large, and their physical properties are hard to predict
before measurement. Ab initio modeling is suitable in this
respect for studying structure-property relations.

In the present study, we have investigated the properties
of the heterostructures formed between graphene and MXene,
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another 2D material of recent interest. During the last few
years, an entirely new family of 2D graphenelike carbides and
carbonitrides [12], the so-called MXenes (M = Ti, Sr, V, Cr, Ta,
Nb, Zr, Mo, Hf; X = C, N, or both), has been synthesized by ex-
foliation of the layered 3D MAX compounds [13], Mn+1AXn

(n = 1,2,3, . . . and A = group IIIA or IVA element), taking
advantage of the weaker relative strength of the M-A bonds
compared to the M-X bonds. While graphene has attracted
enormous attention due to its unique physical properties and
plausible applications in novel electronic devices [14,15],
MXenes have been discussed as potential candidates for Li-ion
battery anodes and as a hydrogen storage medium [16,17]. In
this study, we have chosen the specific case of Ti2C, which is
the most common member of the MXene family and the light-
est MXene exfoliated from the parent 3D Ti2AlC MAX phase
[18]. Density functional theory (DFT)-based first-principles
calculations have been employed to explore the geometry,
bonding, phonon, optical, electronic, and magnetic properties
of the graphene-Ti2C hybrids. Two geometries, namely, the
overlayer geometry with graphene placed on top of Ti2C and
the sandwich geometry with a monolayer of Ti2C sandwiched
between two graphene sheets, have been considered. We
have also analyzed the hybrid structures formed between
oxygen-passivated Ti2C (Ti2CO2) and graphene.

Our study shows that upon placing graphene on Ti2C, the
Ti atoms in contact with the C atoms of the graphene layer
form strong covalent bonding with graphene, which modifies
the graphene electronic structure substantially, making it a
metal as opposed to the zero-gap semiconducting nature of an
isolated graphene layer. The development of covalent bonding
between Ti2C and graphene also quenches the magnetic
moment of the Ti atoms at the interface, thereby making
the Ti2C layer of the heterostructure a ferrimagnetic metal
rather than the A-type antiferromagnetic semiconductor in
its native form. The extent of quenching of the Ti moments
in the top layer is found to be strongly dependent on the
stacking configuration of the interface formed between Ti2C
and graphene. We thus find that a variety of magnetic structures
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of the hybrid can be engineered by bringing Ti2C in contact
with graphene in different configurations, which is appealing
in view of recent interest in 2D magnetism [19]. We have
also computed the optical conductivity of different possible
configurations as well as the Raman and infrared (IR) modes,
which should help experimental characterization of different
stacking configurations. Consideration of sandwich geometry,
with graphene layers placed on both sides of Ti2C, results
in nonmagnetic metallic solutions, irrespective of the type
of stacking configuration. Placing graphene on O-passivated
Ti2C substantially weakens the bonding between graphene
and Ti2C, reducing the cohesive energy by about two order
of magnitude, and thereby making graphene addition on
Ti2CO2 a physisorption process. However, the compression
and expansion of in-plane lattice constants of Ti2CO2 and
graphene subsystems make the hybrid structure metallic, with
a small but finite density of states at the Fermi level, though
Ti2CO2 in isolation is an insulator and graphene is a zero-
gap semiconductor. Our study should motivate experimental
investigation of the interfaces formed between two important
class of 2D materials, namely, MXene and graphene.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

First-principles DFT calculations have been performed
using the choice of generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
of the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation
functional [20] and the plane-wave basis as implemented in
the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) [21]. The
projector-augmented wave (PAW) potentials [22] have been
used. For Ti, we have used the [Ar]3p3d4s configuration
as the valence configuration, while for C and O, [He]2s2p

configurations have been used as the valence. 600 eV energy
cutoff has been chosen to expand the plane-wave basis and
10−6 eV tolerance has been set as the convergence criteria of
the self-consistent ground-state energy calculations. Geometry
relaxations have been done until the maximum value of the
force component is converged to a value below 0.01 eV/Å with
a dense �-centered 42 × 42 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack k-point [23]
grid. A damped van der Waals (vdW) correction (DFT-D2)
has been added to the DFT exchange-correlation functional to
incorporate the effect of nonbonding forces [24].

To understand the influence of heterostructure geometry on
the infrared and Raman active phonon modes, �-point phonon
calculations were carried out within the formulation of density
functional perturbation theory (DFPT) [25] as implemented in
the QUANTUM ESPRESSO (QE) code [26]. As such, calculations
were performed for the pristine graphene, pristine Ti2C, and the
graphene/Ti2C heterostructure systems whose ground-state
geometries were obtained by VASP. We have also checked the
geometries by carrying out additional structural optimization
within QE code. The changes are found to be only marginal.
Ultrasoft pseudopotentials of Garrity et al. [27] were used
along with PBE-GGA as the exchange-correlation functional.
The energy cutoffs for the wave function and charge density
were set to about 816 and 8164 eV, respectively, and the
energies were converged to 10−10 eV. The dynamical matrix
computed at the � point was diagonalized to obtain the
eigenvalues which are the phonon frequencies for the system.

III. Ti2C-GRAPHENE HETEROSTRUCTURES

As a starting point of our study, we first investigated
the electronic structure of an isolated graphene layer and
the Ti2C layer. The well-studied electronic structure of
graphene shows a nonmagnetic semimetallic, or zero-gap,
semiconducting behavior with a Dirac (linear) band crossing
at the K and K

′
points of the hexagonal Brillouin zone (BZ)

[28]. The calculated electronic structure of Ti2C, as reported
elsewhere [29], on the other hand, shows stabilization of the
A-type antiferromagnetic (A-AFM) spin configuration, with
Ti moments between the top and bottom layers of the Ti2C
structure aligned in an antiparallel manner. The stabilization
of antiferromagnetism makes Ti2C a semiconductor with an
estimated band gap of ∼0.2 eV. The in-plane lattice constants
of the optimized freestanding Ti2C and graphene turned out to
be 3.06 and 2.46 Å, respectively. This results in a large lattice
mismatch of 24% [30].

There are different possibilities in modeling the
graphene/Ti2C hybrid structures. One possible model is that
the Ti2C and graphene will adopt a common lattice parameter
and form a commensurate structure with a minimal cell size
with a 1 × 1 cell of graphene placed on a 1 × 1 cell of Ti2C
(referred to as a 1 × 1 structure in the following). The other
possible model is to consider a bigger supercell, where a
5 × 5 graphene layer is placed on top of a 4 × 4 Ti2C layer
(referred to as a 5 × 5@4 × 4 structure in the following),
as often considered for the graphene-MoS2 heterostructure
or transition-metal dichalcogenide/transition-metal dichalco-
genide heterostructures [31,32]. This supercell leads to an
in-plane lattice constant of 12.3 Å in the graphene layer and
12.24 Å in the Ti2C layer, thereby having a near matching of
the two layers. In both cases, the generated 2D structures are
considered within the periodic setup with a vacuum layer of
20 Å along the out-of-plane lattice constant, i.e., the z direction.
While in a 1 × 1 cell the atoms on the top layer of Ti2C point
towards the atoms of the graphene layer, in a 5 × 5@4 × 4
structure the atoms between the two layers are misaligned
[see Supplemental Material (SM) [33] for the details]. We
considered both possibilities.

Considering the commensurate structure with a minimal
cell size of 1 × 1, the common, optimized lattice constant of
the graphene/Ti2C hybrid was obtained by plotting the sum of
the total energies of Ti2C and graphene, Etot = (ETi2C + Egr),
as a function of the common in-plane lattice constant, varied
within the range 2.4 to 3.4 Å. It shows a parabolic behavior
with a minimum at 2.9 Å, resulting in a compressive strain of
≈5% on Ti2C and tensile strain of ≈18% on graphene.

In order to obtain the optimized geometry of the 5 × 5@4 ×
4 structure, keeping the lattice constant of Ti2C layer fixed, the
lattice constant of the graphene layer was slightly squeezed to
match that of the Ti2C layer, following the procedure described
in Ref. [31]. Holding the cell dimension fixed, the atomic
positions were relaxed. We also carried out calculations where
the lattice constant of the 5 × 5 graphene layer was allowed to
relax as well.

Finally, we compared the relative stability of the two mod-
els. Since the number of atoms in the 1 × 1 and 5 × 5@4 × 4
structures are rather different, i.e., 5 and 98, respectively, a
comparison of energies is not meaningful. We thus compared



FIG. 1. Left panels: The overlayer geometries of graphene/Ti2C in three possible stacking configurations, i.e., conf-1, conf-2, and conf-3
(from top to bottom), in side and top views. The large balls represent Ti atoms, while the small balls represent C atoms. The Ti atoms belonging
to the top and bottom layers of Ti2C have been colored differently. The carbon atoms belonging to A and B sublattices of graphene have
been marked as well as colored differently [green (light gray) and gray], while the C atoms belonging to Ti2C have been distinguished with a
different color [brown (dark gray)]. Also the magnetic moment at a given site is marked. Middle panels: The density of states projected onto
C p states of graphene in graphene/Ti2C heterostructure (in black) as compared to that of freestanding, unstrained graphene structure [brown
(gray color)] for conf-1, conf-2, and conf-3 (from top to bottom). The inset in the top panel shows the plot of the charge density at the graphene

and top layer of Ti2C obtained from the contribution of states close to the Fermi level. The isosurface value has been set to 0.02 e−/Å
3
. Right

panels: Same as in middle panels, but plotted for the density of states projected onto Ti d states of freestanding, unstrained Ti2C.

the cohesive energy (Ecoh) and formation enthalpy (�Hf )
of the two models. The cohesive energy was defined as
Ecoh = Ehyb − Egr − ETi2C, where Ehyb, Egr, and ETi2C are the
energies of the heterostructure, graphene, and Ti2C in the het-
erostructure geometries. The formation enthalpy was defined
as �Hf (An1,Bn2 . . .) = E(An1,Bn2 . . .) − �iniμi , where μi

is the chemical potential, i.e., the energy of atoms A and B in
their elemental form. Calculated values of cohesive energy in
units of eV per Ti2C formula unit and formation enthalpy in
units of eV per atom for the models are given in the SM [33].
Our calculations showed that the 1 × 1 structure with common
lattice parameters of Ti2C and graphene layer are favored
compared to the 5 × 5@4 × 4 structure. In the following, we
have thus reported only the results for the 1 × 1 cell.

A. Overlayer geometry

Considering the overlayer geometry of graphene on top of
Ti2C, three possible stacking configurations can be obtained, as
shown in the top panel of Fig. 1. Configuration-1 (conf-1) (cf.
topmost-left panels) has a sublattice A atom of graphene (CA)
above the Ti atom in the top layer of Ti2C and a sublattice
B atom of graphene (CB) above the C atom of Ti2C. In
configuration-2 (conf-2) (cf. middle-left panels), CA is above

the Ti atom in the bottom layer of Ti2C, while CB is above
the C atom of Ti2C. Configuration-3 (conf-3), shown in the
bottom-left panels, represents the stacking where CA and
CB are above the Ti atoms in the top and bottom layers of
Ti2C, respectively. Structural optimizations were carried out
for the above-described three different stackings by varying
the interlayer separation between graphene and Ti2C from
1.5 to 3 Å in steps of 0.25 Å. Optimal interlayer separations
obtained for the three cases are listed in Table I. We find that
the optimized geometries show a rather strong dependency
on the stacking pattern. As shown in the inset of Fig. 1,
strong overlap of electronic wave functions happens between
graphene and the top layer of Ti2C. The difference in strength
of the covalency between the CA and CB atoms with the atoms
beneath belonging to Ti2C leads to buckling of the graphene
layer, with the extent of buckling being different in the three
configurations (cf. Table I). We find that in the cases of conf-1
and conf-3, the buckling is appreciable, while for conf-2, it is
largely suppressed. This can be rationalized by the fact that
while conf-1 and conf-3 are highly asymmetric with respect to
CA and CB atoms of graphene, with CA lying above the Ti atom
in the top layer of Ti2C and CB lying above the C atom in the
middle layer or the Ti atom in the bottom layer of Ti2C, conf-2
is more symmetric with the top Ti atom of Ti2C occupying



TABLE I. Cohesive energy (Ecoh), average interlayer separation,
and buckling of graphene layer in the graphene/Ti2C heterostructures
in overlayer and sandwich geometries.

Average Buckling
interlayer of

Ecoh separation graphene
Geometry Models (eV/Ti2C f.u.) (Å) (Å)

conf-1 −1.314 2.121 0.102
Overlayer conf-2 −1.405 1.838 0.051

conf-3 −1.467 2.080 0.124

1-1 −2.661 2.145 0.092
Sandwich 2-2 −3.094 1.831 0.090
similar interface 3-3 −3.037 2.087 0.122

1-2 −2.805 2.136 0.091
1.863 0.059

Sandwich 1-3 −2.878 2.127 0.095
dissimilar interface 2.010 0.120

2-3 −3.082 1.834 0.071
2.056 0.132

the hollow site formed by the hexagon consisting of three
CA atoms and three CB atoms. This also makes the average
interlayer separation between Ti2C and graphene different in
the three different cases of stacking. The calculated cohesive
energy of the hybrid systems shows conf-3 to be the most
stable one, which has both CA and CB atoms forming pdσ

bonds with top- and bottom-layer Ti atoms of Ti2C.
The establishment of chemical bonds between atoms of

Ti2C with atoms of graphene also justifies the stability of the
1 × 1 model structure over the 5 × 5@4 × 4 model structure.
In the 5 × 5@4 × 4 model structure, due to the misalignment
of the atoms between the two layers, such chemical bonds
cannot be formed. The gain in bond energy for a 1 × 1 cell
in turn helps overcoming the strain energy cost due to the
lattice constant mismatch between the two, making the 1 × 1
structure favored over the 5 × 5@4 × 4 structure. We thus
conclude that the present situation is rather different from
that of a graphene-MoS2 heterostructure or transition-metal
dichalcogenide/transition-metal dichalcogenide heterostruc-
tures [31,32], which are van der Waals heterostructures,
and therefore supercell structures become favored from the
consideration of strain energy.

It is to be noted, however, that the dynamical stability of
the 1 × 1 structure is yet to be studied. Also there may be
possible structures with domains separated by dislocations,
etc. which has not been studied. It will be interesting to study
these possibilities in the future.

The middle and bottom panels of Fig. 1 show the spin-
polarized density of states (DOS) projected to C p states
of graphene and Ti d states of Ti2C in the hybrid overlayer
structure in comparison to the corresponding DOS in isolated
graphene and Ti2C monolayers, respectively. We notice a
strong renormalization of the graphene DOS in the hybrid
structure compared to the isolated form. This gives rise to a
finite density of states at the Fermi level (EF ), which shows
strong hybridization with Ti d DOS, thereby also giving rise to
finite spin splitting of the graphene states close to EF . The latter

is reflected in the calculated magnetic moments which show
small but finite moment (0.03–0.01 μB ) at C atoms of graphene
(cf. left panels in Fig. 1). Moving to the Ti d contribution,
we find that while the Ti spins in the top and bottom layers
of Ti2C in the hybrid remain antiparallel, reminiscent of the
A-type AFM magnetic configuration of Ti2C in isolation [29],
the Ti moments on the top layer adjacent to the graphene
layer get strongly quenched. The quenching is found to be
strong for conf-2 and conf-3, which reduces the atom-centered
magnetic moment at the Ti site from a value of 0.6–0.7 μB to
0.03 μB , while it is only partial for conf-1, reducing to a value
of 0.20 μB . This leads to a ferrimagnetic solution in the Ti2C
block of the hybrid, as opposed to the A-type AFM solution of
Ti2C in isolation. We further find that while the structure of the
DOS close to EF is rather similar between conf-1 and conf-3
with Ti of the top layer of Ti2C forming direct bonding with C
of the graphene layer, the features are different for conf-2.

This difference in the electronic structure of different
stackings is evident in the calculated optical conductivity,
shown in Fig. 2. The top and bottom panels of Fig. 2
present the projected DOS and the diagonal part of the optical
conductivity, respectively. The DOS is projected onto C p

states of graphene, Ti d states of Ti2C, and C p states of Ti2C.
The optical conductivity is the convolution of joint density
of states (JDOS) and the transition probabilities or the dipole
matrix elements, given by [34]

σij (ω) = 4π2e2

�m2ω2

∑

knn′σ

〈knσ |pi |kn′σ 〉〈kn′σ |pj |knσ 〉

× δ(ekn′ − ekn − h̄ω),

where e and m are the charge and mass of the electron, � is
the volume of the unit cell, ω is the photon energy, and ekn and
ekn′ are the eigenvalues of the final and initial states at the k

point in the BZ for a given spin channel. The JDOS is given
by

JDOS(ω) = 4π2e2

�m2ω2

∑

knn′σ

δ(ekn′ − ekn − h̄ω),

and 〈knσ |pi |kn′σ 〉 is the dipole matrix element evaluated
in the basis of the Kohn-Sham orbitals. To the diagonal
conductivity, the Drude contribution due to the intraband
transitions pertinent for the metallic systems is added, from the
knowledge of plasma frequency, ωp. The values of computed
plasma frequency are shown in Fig. 2. The calculated optical
conductivity, following the Drude peak, and the dip known
as the plasma edge show three prominent features marked as
(I), (II), and (III). Analyzing the partial density of states, as
presented in the top panels in Fig. 2, we find the probable
origins of the three peaks. Feature (I) at very low energy arises
due to an optical transition from primarily nonbonding Ti d to
nonbonding Ti d states. This transition becomes allowed by the
symmetry rule due to finite mixing between Ti d and graphene
C p states. Feature (II) arises due to the transition from bonding
C p states of Ti2C to nonbonding Ti d states, while feature (III)
originates from the transitions between nonbonding Ti d states
and antibonding Ti d states, promoted by the finite mixing with
C p states.



FIG. 2. Top panels: Partial density of states (pDOS) plotted against the energy, with zero of energy set at EF for conf-1, conf-2, and conf-3
of the overlayer geometry of graphene/Ti2C (from left to right). The pDOS for top-layer Ti d , bottom-layer Ti d , and C p states of Ti2C are
shown in black line, shaded area, and red (dark gray) line, respectively. The pDOS for C p states of graphene is shown in green (light gray)
line. Marked are the various possible optical transitions. Bottom panels: The corresponding optical conductivity.

We find that while feature (I) is almost masked by the
Drude peak and the plasma edge effect in the case of conf-3,
it is rather pronounced in conf-1, while it nearly overlaps with
the broad feature of (II) in the case of conf-2. Thus, while
the three-prominent-peak feature is readily visible for conf-1,
configurations 2 and 3 primarily show two prominent features,
(II) and (III). Feature (II), which lies in the broad energy range
of 1.5–3.5 eV for conf-2, gets shifted to the energy range 2.5–
5.0 eV in conf-3. The measured optical conductivity therefore
should show distinct features for configurations-I, -II and -
III, which can be used for identification of the nature of the
interfaces formed during the growth of the heterostructures.

Further, to obtain an understanding of the phonon prop-
erties of the heterostructures in comparison to that of the
components, �-point phonon calculations were carried out for
the pristine graphene, pristine Ti2C, and the graphene/Ti2C
heterostructure systems in various different stacking config-
urations. The obtained results are summarized in Fig. 3. We
find that the phonon frequencies of graphene are much harder
than that of Ti2C, which explains the differences in their elastic
behavior, with graphene being much stiffer compared to Ti2C
[35,36]. We find that while for pristine Ti2C as well as for
pristine graphene, with both having center of inversion, the
modes are not simultaneously IR active and Raman active,
the formation of graphene/Ti2C heterostructures breaks the
center of inversion, thereby allowing the modes to be both IR
and Raman active. Interestingly, we find that while the phonon
spectra are rather similar between conf-1 and conf-3, they
are rather different for conf-2. This suggests similar elastic
properties of conf-1 and conf-3 driven by direct bonding
between the d states of top-layer Ti of Ti2C and pπ states
of graphene, while conf-2, having Ti atoms of Ti2C occupying
the hollow site formed by the C atoms of graphene, behaves
differently. Analyzing the modes, we find that conf-1 and
conf-3 exhibit modes with combined movement of atoms in
both graphene and Ti2C layers, as well as modes involving only
movements of the graphene layer or Ti2C layer. In the case of
conf-2, on the other hand, all modes involve the combined

motion of atoms in both graphene and Ti2C. The combined
or joint graphene-Ti2C modes can be either a combination of
an acoustic mode in the graphene layer and an optic mode in
the Ti2C layer, or both optic/acoustic modes in the individual
graphene and in the Ti2C layers, as shown in Fig. 3.

FIG. 3. Left panels: Phonon density of states for pristine
graphene, pristine Ti2C, and graphene/Ti2C heterostructures in
conf-1, conf-2, and conf-3 of the overlayer geometry. The various
infrared (IR)-active and Raman (R)-active modes have been marked.
The doubly degenerate modes are marked as dd . The graphene
and Ti2C modes are shown in black and green (light gray) colors,
respectively, while the joint graphene-Ti2C modes are shown in part
black and part green (light gray) colors. Right panels: The atomic
displacements corresponding to the phonon modes in heterostructures
having displacements confined solely to the graphene layer (topmost
panel), solely to the Ti2C layer (one below the topmost panel), and to
both the Ti2C and graphene layers (bottom three panels).



FIG. 4. Top panels: The sandwich geometries of graphene/
Ti2C/graphene considering two similar interfaces between graphene
and Ti2C in 1-1, 2-2, and 3-3 configurations (from left to right). As in
Fig. 1, large balls represent Ti atoms, while the small balls represent
C atoms. Middle panels: The density of states projected to C p states
of graphene in graphene/Ti2C/graphene heterostructure (in black) as
compared to that of graphene in isolation [brown (gray) color] for
1-1, 2-2, and 3-3 stacking configurations (from left to right). Bottom
panels: Same as in the middle panels, but plotted for Ti d states of
Ti2C.

B. Sandwich geometry

Next we consider the sandwich geometry of the
graphene/Ti2C/graphene heterostructures where the mono-
layer of Ti2C is sandwiched between two layers of the
graphene. Thus two interfaces are created, i.e., one between
the graphene and top layer of Ti2C and another between
the bottom layer of Ti2C and graphene. Here two different
possibilities exist: either both interfaces are of a similar type
or of a dissimilar type. Among the heterostructures with
similar interfaces, there are three different possibilities: type
1-1, where both interfaces having conf-1 geometry; type 2-2,
where both interfaces having conf-2 geometry; and type 3-3,
where both interfaces having conf-3 geometry. Similarly,
among the heterostructures with dissimilar interfaces, three
different possibilities exist: types 1-2, 1-3, and 2-3. The
results for sandwich-structured heterostructures with similar
and dissimilar interfaces are presented in Figs. 4 and 5,
respectively. Computed values of cohesive energy, average
interlayer separation, and buckling of graphene layers are listed
in Table I. First of all, we find that interfacing the 2D Ti2C
layer with graphene, both from top and bottom, quenches the
magnetism of Ti atoms completely, resulting in a nonmagnetic
solution in all cases. The strong hybridization between C atoms
of graphene and Ti2C makes the graphene layer as well as the
Ti2C layer conducting. Two interlayer separations as well as
buckling of the two graphene layers maintain the general trend
observed for the overlayer geometry. The cohesive energies
are found to be about twice that of the overlayer due to the
presence of two interfaces having strong covalent bonds.

IV. Ti2CO2-GRAPHENE HETEROSTRUCTURES

Finally, we also consider interfaces between graphene and
O-passivated Ti2C which makes the native Ti2C nonmagnetic

FIG. 5. Same as in Fig. 4, but shown for sandwich geometries of
graphene/Ti2C/graphene considering two dissimilar interfaces be-
tween graphene and Ti2C in 1-2, 1-3, and 2-3 stacking configurations
(from left to right).

and semiconducting [37]. Decoration of Ti2C surfaces by
oxygen can be done in three possible ways [37]: by either
(a) placing oxygen atoms above the hollow sites formed by
three neighboring C atoms on both sides of Ti2C, (b) placing
oxygen atoms directly above the C sites on both sides of
Ti2C, or (c) having a combination of decoration (a) on one
side of Ti2C and decoration (b) on the other side of Ti2C. A
comparison of the energetics shows that configuration (a) gives
the minimum-energy configuration. In the following, we have
thus considered only configuration (a) in the context of O pas-
sivation. Fixing the O-passivation configuration, there are still
three possible configurations for graphene-Ti2CO2 stacking,
similar to the case of graphene-Ti2C stacking. The calculated
cohesive energies, as listed in Table II, indicate that the
graphene-Ti2CO2 interaction is rather weak and not sensitive to
the stacking pattern, as opposed to the case of graphene-Ti2C,
which was found to be strongly dependent on the stacking
pattern with chemical bonds formed between the graphene
and Ti2C layers. The interaction between graphene and Ti2CO2

therefore should be classified as physisorption, in contrast to
chemisorption as in the case of graphene and Ti2C. A very
similar trend was also observed for the interface between MoS2

and MXene [38]. This weak interaction between graphene and
Ti2CO2 makes the interlayer separation about twice that found
for graphene and Ti2C interfaces (cf. Table I). We further notice
that due to this weak nature of the interaction, the graphene

TABLE II. Cohesive energy (Ecoh), average interlayer separation,
and buckling of graphene layer in the graphene/Ti2CO2 heterostruc-
tures in overlayer and sandwich geometries.

Average Buckling
interlayer of

Ecoh separation graphene
Geometry Models (eV/Ti2C f.u.) (Å) (Å)

conf-1 −0.012 3.928 0.0
Overlayer conf-2 −0.012 3.945 0.0

conf-3 −0.012 3.936 0.0

Sandwich 1-1 −0.039 4.067 0.00



FIG. 6. Left panel: The stacking of graphene on Ti2CO2 in
configurations I, II, and III (from top to bottom). The large balls
represent Ti atoms with Ti atoms belonging to the top and bottom
layers of Ti2C colored differently, while the small balls represent C
and O atoms. The C atoms belonging to the A and B sublattice of
graphene layer are marked in gray and green colors, while the C
atoms belonging to Ti2C are colored in brown. The oxygen atoms are
colored in red. Right panel: The band structure of graphene/Ti2CO2

in configuration I with the composite band structure shown as a black
dashed line, that projected to Ti2CO2 as a red (dark gray) solid line,
and that projected to graphene as a brown (light gray) solid line,
respectively.

layer hardly shows any buckling induced by the MXene layer.
However, construction of a graphene/Ti2CO2 heterostructure
leads to about 15% tensile strain on graphene and about 6%
compressive strain on Ti2CO2. This large expansion makes
the graphene insulating and the Ti2CO2 layer metallic with the
creation of a hole pocket and an electron pocket at the Fermi
surface, as shown in Fig. 6 for configuration-I stacking of the
graphene/Ti2CO2 interface. Similar electronic behavior has
been observed for configurations II and III as well.

Sandwiching the Ti2CO2 between two graphene layers
results in a very similar conclusion with stacking-insensitive
low-cohesive energy and large interlayer separations, sugges-
tive of a weak interaction between the Ti2CO2 and graphene
layers. The computed electronic structure shows similar
electronic behavior as in the overlayer geometry of graphene
and Ti2CO2 with metallic conductivity arising from the Ti2CO2

layer, and insulating behavior of the graphene layers.

V. CONCLUSION

We have studied the chemical and physical properties of the
interfaces formed between two technologically important class
of 2D materials, namely, graphene and Ti2C, the latter belong-
ing to the MXene family of compounds. This adds on to the
list of theoretical study of MXene based heterostructures, e.g.,
between MoS2 and MXene [38] and between functionalized
MXenes [39]. Our first-principles-based calculations establish
that placing graphene in contact with Ti2C leads to the forma-
tion of strong chemical bonds between the d states of Ti atoms
and the pπ states of graphene C atoms. Following this, a strong
stacking-dependent reconstruction of the electronic structure
happens at the interface, making it metallic, though graphene is
a zero-gap semiconductor and Ti2C in its antiferromagnetically
ordered state is a semiconductor with a gap of ∼0.2 eV. This
reconstruction also makes the Ti2C block of the heterostructure
ferrimagnetic with large quenching of moments at Ti atoms
facing graphene. We computed the optical conductivity as
well as phonon properties of the constructed heterostructures,
which show strong dependency on the stacking pattern.
The characterization of stacking arrangement thus should
be possible through experimental measurement of optical
conductivity or use of IR and Raman spectroscopic techniques.
We have also considered the heterostructures with sandwiched
geometry forming two interfaces between Ti2C and graphene.
This resulted in complete quenching of Ti moments giving rise
to a nonmagnetic metallic state.

Our study further showed that consideration of O-
passivated Ti2C changes the above scenario completely,
making the graphene-Ti2C interaction a weak physisorption
process which shows negligible dependency on stacking ar-
rangement. This, however, leads to a metallic solution with low
density of states, as opposed to a semiconducting or insulating
solution, due to the formation of electron and hole pockets
in the electronic structure of Ti2C under large compressive
strain. Our rigorous theoretical investigation should be helpful
for future experimental activity in this direction.
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